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MAR = the purposeful recharge of water to aquifers
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Governance problems:

CSG governance is criticised as complex, inefficient,
inequitable and MAR governance mechanisms are
undeveloped.

Research Question
Are there regulatory mechanisms in respect of
aquifer injection of CSG produced water which can
drive sustainable development of groundwater?

Document analysis of legislation and guidelines,
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Interviews - 27 participants (13 interviews) to date.
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Two case study jurisdictions- Surat Basin Qld Aust and uncertainty.
Powder River Basin Wyoming USA.
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• Clear and flexible entitlements facilitate MAR,
• AM reduces uncertainty and facilitates MAR,
• Congruence between costs and benefits and
economic incentives facilitate MAR,
• Lack of proactive planning and integrated catchment management strategies can impact MAR ,
• Integrity of monitoring impacts confidence,
• Lack of collective choice arrangements and rights

to organise impacts confidence,
• Lack of efficient and equitable conflict resolution
mechanisms impacts confidence.
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